
Holiday 
Health 
Hacks

Summary: These Health Hacks provides a thoughtful 
approach to maintaining well-being during the holiday 
season.

Selective Indulgence: Choose specific occasions, like 
Thanksgiving or Christmas, for indulging in holiday treats rather 
than succumbing to constant temptations.


Moderation Emphasis: Enjoy a few chosen holiday favorites in 
moderation instead of giving in to every temptation that arises.


Unique Celebrations: Treat each holiday as a distinct celebration, 
avoiding prolonged periods of unhealthy choices.


Enjoyable Exercise: Make workouts enjoyable by engaging in 
activities that bring joy and breaking down exercise commitments 
into manageable sessions.


Winter Positivity: Embrace a positive mindset during the winter 
season.


Share Strategies: Share stress-free holiday strategies with others 
to foster a mindful and health-conscious approach not only during 
the festive season but also beyond.



Pick Your Party Days: 
	 Choose specific days for indulging—like Thanksgiving, Christmas, or New Year's. Avoid the holiday snack 
attack by having a plan only for these special occasions, so you're not surrounded by a constant stream of 
tempting treats.

Top Three Treats: 
	 List your top three holiday favorites and stick to them. Whether it's grandma's pie or a seasonal latte, focus 
on enjoying a few special treats instead of diving into everything that crosses your path. Remember, treats are 
occasional, not every day!

Holi-DAYS, Not Holi-MONTHS: 
	 The festivities may start in October, but don't let healthy habits hibernate until January. Treat each holiday as 
a unique celebration, not an excuse for two months of unhealthy choices. A little indulgence is okay, but 
make it a brief vacation, not a health derailment.

Move and Smile: 
	 Exercise doesn't have to be a chore. Find activities that bring joy, whether it's dancing, walking with loved 
ones, or playing games. Moving with a smile not only boosts your mood but also strengthens the bonds with 
those you care about.

Tiny Commitments, Big Impact: 
	 Make your workout commitments bite-sized. Even a short session has benefits. Try a quick circuit of favorite 
exercises or follow a simple routine. No matter how busy, doing something is better than nothing.

Embrace Winter Positivity: 
	 Instead of dreading the cold, find joy in winter activities. Appreciate crisp air, uncrowded trails, and the fun of 
snow-related antics. Shift your mindset from complaining to appreciating the unique wonders winter brings.

Guide to Stress-Free Holidays: 
	 Help others navigate the season by sharing these simple strategies. Encourage a shift in perspective and 
empower them to make mindful choices. Witnessing positive changes during the holidays and beyond is a 
gift that keeps on giving.
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